ABSTRACT: The mechanism of synergistic cooperation between cellulases in decomposing cellulose is revealed by resolving the molecular structures of enzymes and substrates via kinetic modeling. The emergence of endo−exo and exo− exo synergy through enzyme−enzyme and enzyme−substrate couplings was investigated with the main exoglucanases (TrCel7A and TrCel6A) and endoglucanase (TrCel7B) of the Trichoderma reesei fungus. The degree of synergy was found to depend on the interplay between two competing effects: (1) enhancement of the complexation rates of exoglucanases with the chain ends created by endoglucanases and (2) surface inhibition of processive exoglucanases by uneven layers of glucan chains on cellulose. We show that the sole effect of TrCel7B in creating more free ends for TrCel7A is insufficient to cause synergistic activity. The combined actions of TrCel7A and TrCel7B produce a rougher substrate surface that subsequently promotes blocking of processing TrCel7A enzymes. This anti-synergy can be counteracted by enhancing the rates of complexation of TrCel7A with the TrCel7B-created chain ends, allowing their synergistic cooperation. Similarly, kinetic simulations show that exo−exo synergy does not occur if TrCel6A and TrCel7A have only opposite specificities in targeting the two ends of glucan chains. Incorporating endo activity into TrCel6A with complexation rate enhancement, however, can lead to synergy with TrCel7A. Therefore, we find that endo−exo and exo−exo synergies may share the same mechanistic origin. The results of work also highlight that resolving molecular configurations in kinetic modeling allows systematic analysis for elucidating the mechanism of interfacial biocatalysis.
INTRODUCTION
Cooperation of functionally related proteins in fulfilling complicated tasks is a hallmark of biology. A prominent example is the synergistic increase in the apparent rate of substrate conversion observed upon combination of different cellulases secreted by microorganisms to decompose cellulose in plants. 1−6 Given a measure of the enzyme activity, such as the substrate conversion C after a certain reaction time, the synergy between two cellulases is defined as C 12 /(C 1 + C 2 ), where C 12 is the conversion achieved by using cellulase 1 and cellulase 2 together and C 1 and C 2 are the conversions achieved by pure cellulase 1 and pure cellulase 2, respectively, at their corresponding loadings in the mixture. Similar to the origins of many biological processes that rely on interenzyme cooperation, the molecular origins of cellulase synergy are elusive despite its clear functional advantage. Efforts to harness synergy to accelerate cellulose conversion in industrial applications such as biofuel production are thus mostly empirical. 7−9 In this work, we illustrate that incorporating molecular details of enzyme− enzyme and enzyme−substrate couplings into kinetic modeling allows systematic extraction of the mechanistic origins of cellulase synergy. Here, we focus on the cellulases secreted by the fungus Trichoderma reesei, an industry standard with abundant experimental data 3, 4 for developing simulation models.
The main components of the T. reesei cellulase cocktail include two exoglucanases (cellobiohydrolases), TrCel7A andTrCel6A, and an endoglucanase, TrCel7B. 3, 10 Exoglucanases generally form complexes with the free ends of glucan chains to perform processive hydrolysis on cellulose, releasing cellobiose into solution after hydrolyzing a glycosidic bond. 3, 11 In conducting processive cleavages, TrCel7A starts from the reducing ends of glucan chains, while TrCel6A initiates the process from the opposing nonreducing ends. 1 Endoglucanases, on the other hand, can form complexes anywhere within the glucan chain and cleave the chain into shorter fragments. 1, 3 Endoglucanases have limited processivity.
Previous characterizations of the endo−exo synergy between TrCel7A and TrCel7B reveal a few common behaviors. 12−22 First, the typical synergy values, based on the apparent activity measured by substrate conversion, vary between 1 and 3. 3 Second, the enzyme composition yielding the highest apparent activity occurs at low endoglucanase mole fractions of 0.1− 0.2.
12−15 Furthermore, the synergy values generally decrease with reaction time, 13−19 and anti-synergy can be observed at longer times. 15, 17, 20 The most common explanation for endo− exo synergy is that endoglucanases create more chain ends with which exoglucanases can form complexes. 1, 6 Other theories, based on obstacle removal for TrCel7A by TrCel7B, have also been proposed. 19, 21, 22 However, their relevance in causing the aforementioned observations of synergy has not yet been established.
Furthermore, TrCel7A and TrCel6A have been shown to exhibit exo−exo synergy, 12,23−25 for which the observed values are mostly within the range of 1−3, as well. 3, 23 Structural characterizations suggest that the semi-open catalytic domains of family 6 cellulases such as TrCel6A likely display endo activity. 25, 26 However, the roles of endo activity in TrCel6A in allowing exo−exo synergy remain unclear. 24, 27 Because cellulase synergy involves collective behaviors of individual enzymes on the substrate surface, it becomes difficult to describe the kinetic mechanisms without resolving the molecular details of interenzyme and enzyme−substrate couplings. 4−6 Therefore, to reach beyond the classical assumptions of a well-mixed reaction medium and lumped kinetic steps, 28−35 we developed a spatially resolved model based on the kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) simulation framework 36−38 to analyze the roles of spatial configurations in modulating cellulase synergy. In this stochastic lattice enzyme (SLATE) model, the enzyme and glucan chain structures are resolved in three-dimensional space with a 5 Å spatial resolution (Figure 1a,b) to simulate the single-molecule kinetics of all enzymes present in the system. The complexation and decomplexation steps, which are commonly combined as one step in modeling cellulase kinetics, 28−31 are both explicitly resolved in SLATE. Each cellulase enzyme can perform a full suite of elementary reactions (Figure 1c ) consisting of (1) adsorption, (2) desorption, (3) diffusion, (4) complexation, (5) decomplexation, and (6) hydrolysis.
SLATE simulations of TrCel7A alone illustrate that rate limitations of this exoglucanase come mainly from the slow complexation and excessive jamming of the processive enzymes because of obstacles on the substrate surfaces. 38 Here, for both endo−exo (TrCel7B−TrCel7A) and exo−exo (TrCel6A− TrCel7A) mixtures, we resolved interenzyme and enzyme− substrate couplings within SLATE to reveal how synergy emerges from the interplay between slow complexation and interenzyme jamming.
METHODS
2.1. Stochastic Lattice Enzyme (SLATE) Model. SLATE is a spatially resolved model of the glucan chains of a cellulose microfibril and individual cellulase enzymes that can be used with the kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) method for studying enzyme kinetics. Reactants in this model are individual enzymes and the cellobiose residues in glucan chains of the cellulose microfibril. Their sizes and shapes are resolved via space-filling cubes with 5 Å sides on a three-dimensional lattice ( Figure  1a,b) . The sizes and dimensions of the microfibril substrate are consistent with the crystal structures of these biomolecules. 39 Each glucan chain is composed of cellobiose residues, and each is modeled as a 1 nm × 0.5 nm × 1 nm (or 2 × 1 × 2 lattice units) rectangular prism. The geometry of the microfibril is further described by Chang et al. 40 The enzyme consists of three structural units: the carbohydrate binding module (CBM), the catalytic domain (CD), and a linker that connects both of them. The CBM is a 2 nm × 1 nm × 3 nm rectangular prism, while the CD is a 5 nm × 4 nm × 6 nm rectangular prism. The dimensions of TrCel7B in the SLATE model are identical to those of TrCel7A. The TrCel6A dimensions are identical to those of TrCel7A, except its CD is a 5 nm × 4 nm × 3 nm prism to account for its shorter active site tunnel. 26, 41 In our earlier work, 38 the lattice coordinates for a TrCel7A enzyme adsorbed onto a microfibril segment are provided as an .xyz file to illustrate the enzyme structure. For all three enzymes, a 5 nm linker is employed to connect the two domains. 42 The enzyme dimensions used in the SLATE model are consistent with their crystal structures. 43 Adsorption of an enzyme occurs from solution onto the hydrophobic faces of the microfibril surface as described in ref 38 . Upon adsorption, the CD is not assumed to be bound to the surface or in a complex with a particular glucan chain. The adsorbed, uncomplexed enzyme is free to diffuse along the surface via its CBM until the enzyme either desorbs or forms a complex with a chain.
The TrCel7A enzyme is allowed to form a complex with only the reducing end of glucan chains, while TrCel6A forms a complex with only the nonreducing end 27 or additionally with the interior regions of glucan chains if it is provided with the endo activity. 25, 26 For both TrCel7A and TrCel6A, hydrolysis involves cleaving a glycosidic bond, releasing cellobiose into solution, and translation of the enzyme forward along the complexed glucan chain by the length of a cellobiose unit to place the next cellobiose residue at the active site. Both TrCel7A and TrCel6A enzymes remain complexed after hydrolysis because they are processive. 1, 3, 25 On the other hand, TrCel7B can form a complex anywhere along a chain. For this enzyme, hydrolysis involves the lumped steps of cleaving a glycosidic bond and decomplexation with the chain, which captures the nonprocessivity of this endoglucanase. Once a cellobiose residue is released into solution, the corresponding lattice units that were filled beforehand are removed from the substrate. The gradual degradation of the microfibril is thus captured, and the dynamic changes of substrate morphology are coupled to enzymatic kinetics in the SLATE model.
2.3. Kinetic Rate Constants. The kinetic rate constant for each elementary kinetic reaction in the SLATE model is listed in Table 1 . Literature sources for referencing these rate constants are also listed. In ref 38, these rate constants were shown to yield conversion profiles in agreement with those from experiments. 48 The consistency of our kinetic parameters with those of other modeling strategies 34, 49, 50 was also established. 38 In this prior work, a key finding from exploring the parameter space of SLATE simulations is that different processes can become rate-limiting in cellulose decomposition depending on the substrate and reaction conditions.
The kinetic rate constants for TrCel7A were described in our previous work. 38 Here, the kinetic rate constants for TrCel7B and TrCel6A are described. The adsorption and desorption rates of TrCel7B are assumed to be similar to those of TrCel7A, following the modeling strategy of Levine et al. 34 The hydrolysis rate of TrCel7B is set to 9.2 s −1 . 51 The complexation rate of TrCel7B is adjusted such that the cellulose conversion from TrCel7B alone is approximately half the value from TrCel7A alone. This level of lower conversion by pure TrCel7B is generally observed in experiments. 12,13,16−19 The resulting best-fit value is 3.0 × 10
. The slow rate of complexation for TrCel7B is also consistent with the results of Maurer et al. 52 After complexation, the TrCel7B enzyme is only allowed to hydrolyze a bond and then decomplex.
The adsorption and desorption rates of TrCel6A are 10 times lower than those of TrCel7A because the binding of TrCel6A is less reversible . 53, 54 The adsorption equilibrium constant is still that of TrCel7A according to experimental measurements. 3, 23, 55 The decomplexation rate of TrCel6A was estimated to be 10.0 s −1 . This value is consistent with the more flexible tunnel-forming loops of TrCel6A 26 that impart processivity lower than that of TrCel7A 9,56 and partial endolike character into the enzyme. 25, 26 The higher frequency of opening expected for these loops would result in a decomplexation rate that is faster than that of TrCel7A, which possesses more closed loops. 57 The hydrolysis rate constant of TrCel6A is 14 s −1 . 58, 59 The complexation rate of TrCel6A with free and interior chain ends is assumed to be the same as that of TrCel7A (5.5 × 10
). This estimation is considered reasonable because both of these enzymes have active site tunnels, 44, 45 and complexation would involve similar molecular steps of removing a chain from the surface and threading it into the active site.
To model cellulase diffusion, the experimental diffusion coefficient is converted into a diffusion rate using random walk theory. 60 Given an experimental diffusion coefficient 61 of 1.0 × 10 −10 cm 2 s −1 and a hopping length of 1 nm, the corresponding diffusion rate constant is 1.0 × 10 4 s −1 . We also assumed that for all enzymes, complexation occurs 10 times more quickly with the initial top and bottom layers of the microfibril. This treatment is used to build in the effective structural heterogeneity of plant cellulose into the simulation model. 3, 11, 38 We found that this representation of the microfibril substrate captures the increasing recalcitrance of the substrate during the reaction 3, 32, 62 and provides quantitative agreement with experimentally measured conversion profiles. 38 However, this treatment did not affect the mechanistic trends discussed in this work. The complexation rate constants in the main text (Table 1) refer to the higher rate constants.
It is important to point out that the complexation rate constant inevitably depends on the substrate crystallinity. In this study, the model attempts to simulate the decomposition of a highly crystalline substrate for which cellulase synergy can be exploited for enhancing conversion rates. Kinetic parameters (Table 1) are thus employed accordingly in the case where complexation is rate-limiting. 38 
Kinetic Monte Carlo Algorithm for SLATE
Simulations. For the spatially resolved SLATE model, a lattice kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) algorithm based on the nullevent sampling scheme 37 is employed for simulation. The algorithm proceeds as follows. (1) Randomly choose a cellobiose residue or an adsorbed enzyme. Each residue and enzyme can be selected with equal probability.
(2a) If a cellobiose residue is chosen, enumerate a list of all possible adsorption reactions at this site.
(2b) If an adsorbed enzyme is chosen, enumerate a list of all possible reactions available to that enzyme, given its state (e.g., uncomplexed, complexed, or blocked) (Figure 1c) . For example, an uncomplexed enzyme can diffuse, complex, or desorb, while a blocked enzyme can only decomplex.
(3) From the enumerated list, select a reaction with a probability proportional to its rate constant.
(4) Perform the selected reaction, and update the system state.
(5) Advance time by the increment 1/(Nk max ). N is the total number of cellobiose residues adsorbed by enzymes. k max is a sufficiently large "normalization" constant that defines the time scale of a single null-event kMC iteration. Details about how to choose the parameter are provided in ref 37.
(6) Repeat steps 1−5 until a specified time has elapsed. Difficulty arises from the high rate of diffusion that introduces stiffness into this numerical scheme, as most kMC reactions become uninteresting diffusive hops. To overcome this issue, we applied a stochastic quasi-equilibrium technique 63 for spatial kMC simulations, in which "effective" slow rate constants are determined by averaging over the diffusive jumps. Further details are provided in ref 38 . The result is a >100-fold increase in computational speed.
The kMC framework applied here is advantageous compared to other approximate schemes of simulating stochastic processes 30, 31 because the computed kinetic rates constants can be mapped to the phenomenological rates used in massaction models. 36 The kMC model therefore can be transparently compared with the classical kinetic models, preserves a well-defined physical time scale, and rigorously captures the spatiotemporal evolution defined by the enzyme reaction network.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Endo−Exo Synergy Can Be Caused by Complexation Rate Enhancement. The SLATE simulation system consists of a single microfibril of 36 glucan chains with a degree of polymerization of 1024. The total number of enzyme molecules is set to 18 for an initial surface coverage of 25% that is within the typical range employed in experimental investigations. 12, 18, 33 Kinetic rate constants for elementary reactions (Table 1) are taken from the literature and further detailed in Methods. These parameters yield simulated conversion profiles in agreement with experimental measurements. 38 We distinguished the rate constant of TrCel7A complexation with a native, preexisting chain end, k c,7A , from that with a newly created end via an endo cut, αk c,7A , using the enhancement factor α. The cases with α values of 1, 10, and 100 were studied. The α values of >1 indicate that the complexation rate constant of TrCel7A with the endo-created chain ends is enhanced. This enhancement is based on the fact that the active site cleft of TrCel7B is ∼50 Å long and would deconstruct a 10-residue glucan chain upon complexation. 64, 65 The glucan chain segment near the endo-created end is thus expected to have looser hydrogen bonding with the other chains on the cellulose surface, and its susceptibility to complexation with TrCel7A would hence be higher. The effect of endoglucanases and other cellulases on disrupting the surface structures of cellulose has been inferred from experimental studies 66−72 but is explicitly linked here to the exo activity via SLATE to assess its impact on synergy.
The conversion versus time profiles (Figure 2 ) for the cellulose decomposition reactions with pure TrCel7A, pure TrCel7B, and their mixtures illustrate the importance of α in modulating the synergy value. To reveal the general trends, the conversion profiles at two extreme enzyme ratios in the mixture are illustrated. In each conversion profile, the sum of the pure enzyme conversions is also plotted to represent the case of synergy equaling 1. This null-synergy scenario corresponds to the theoretical conversion when the two types of enzymes act independently on the surface.
In the absence of complexation rate enhancement (α = 1), the enzyme mixture exhibits no synergy (Figure 2) . At the lower end of the TrCel7B mole fraction, the mixture conversion is very close to the null-synergy value (Figure 2a) . At the higher end of the TrCel7B mole fraction, the mixture conversion is anti-synergistic (<1) (Figure 2b) . Therefore, if the action of TrCel7B were only to increase the number of reducing ends without affecting the rate of TrCel7A complexation (α = 1), endo−exo synergy would not appear in SLATE simulations. A lack of synergy is also observed over intermediate enzyme concentrations when α = 1 (results not shown). In the presence of complexation rate enhancement (α = 10 and 100), synergy can be achieved at shorter times (<24 h) for both mixture compositions ( Figure 2 ) and is maintained at longer times when the TrCel7B mole fraction is low ( Figure  2a) . However, at higher TrCel7B mole fractions, anti-synergy gradually develops with time (>24 h) (Figure 2b ). Under these conditions, the α = 10 conversion approaches the α = 1 conversion at later times, while the α = 100 conversion actually falls below. Therefore, the initial increase in activity from the complexation rate enhancement of TrCel7A is lost because of anti-synergistic interactions.
The substrate conversions over the initial (12 h), medium (24 h), and final (72 h) stages of reaction and the corresponding synergy values were analyzed as a function of enzyme concentration (Figure 3 ). When α > 1, the calculated synergy values are in the range of 1−3, in accordance with kinetic measurements. 3 The optimal endoglucanase mole fractions yielding the highest conversions are low (∼0.2), and the synergy values also decrease with reaction time (Figure 3) , indicating the consistency of SLATE simulations with the experimentally observed trends. occupied in different states in the presence and absence of TrCel7B, we elucidated the impact of TrCel7B on TrCel7A activity. For a TrCel7A enzyme that conducts processive cleavages along a glucan chain after complexation, it can be found in one of the following states in the SLATE simulation: (1) solution, (2) uncomplexed, (3) blocked by uneven microfibril surface layers (or surface-blocked), (4) blocked by the microfibril edge, (5) blocked by other adjacent enzymes, or (6) active. An active enzyme is complexed and unblocked by any obstacles (Figure 1c) .
The time-averaged fractions of TrCel7A are computed for the uncomplexed, surface-blocked, and active states (Figure 4) . The fractions are also separated into two groups as the average from 0 to 12 h and that from 12 to 48 h. The two time intervals are used here to distinguish the "biphasic" behavior of conversion observed earlier (Figure 2 ). In the first interval, the burst in the apparent conversion rate can appear in cases when α > 1. In the second interval, the conversion rate and synergy slow with time. In addition to the active state, we focused on the surface-blocked state of single-molecule kinetics because its fraction dominates over those of the other two blocked states.
In the first time interval, the active fraction of TrCel7A in the presence of TrCel7B is greater than that of pure TrCel7A when α > 1 (Figure 4a ). This gain in activity due to complexation rate enhancement corresponds to the initial bursts in substrate conversion (Figure 2 ). In addition, the fractions of TrCel7A in the uncomplexed state are only significantly lowered in the presence of TrCel7B when α > 1 (Figure 4b ). Without complexation enhancement (α = 1), however, the uncomplexed and active fractions in the first interval are relatively unaffected by the addition of TrCel7B (Figure 4b ). As discussed next, the fractions of surface-blocked states (Figure 4c ) reveal the mechanism of anti-synergy in the mixtures of TrCel7A and TrCel7B.
3.3. Surface Inhibition of TrCel7A Can Cause AntiSynergy. The increased fractions of TrCel7A in the surfaceblocked state with TrCel7B mole fractions (Figure 4c ) reveal anti-synergistic interactions between the two cellulases. SLATE simulations show that the combined actions of endo-and exoglucanases cause more pronounced roughening of cellulose surfaces as the decomposition reaction proceeds (Figure 5a) . Consequently, the surface-blocked fraction of TrCel7A is elevated by the presence of TrCel7B (Figure 5b,c) . Trajectory analysis of SLATE simulations indicates that after glucan chains are made shorter by the interior endo cuts, a processing TrCel7A molecule is more likely to decomplex before reaching the end of the microfibril. Each decomplexation event in the interior regions then leaves a step defect on the microfibril surface (Figure 5a ). This rougher surface presents more obstacles at which the processive motions of TrCel7A enzymes become blocked (Figure 5b,c) . Therefore, the surface inhibition of TrCel7A becomes more severe, and the active fraction of TrCel7A decreases as the reaction proceeds (Figure 4a,c) . The simulation snapshots illustrate the increased surface blocking of TrCel7A on a roughened microfibril substrate (Figure 5c ). The surface blocking is also promoted further at higher mole fractions of TrCel7B and values of α (Figure 4c ), as these factors accelerate the formation of obstacles.
At low TrCel7B concentrations, the surface-blocked fractions of TrCel7A remain at relatively low values even when α = 100 (Figure 4c) , as the development of surface roughening is restricted by the smaller number of endo-created ends. In this case, the decrease in the active fraction of TrCel7A over time is less drastic (Figure 4a) , and the endo−exo synergy in the substrate conversion can be maintained at longer times ( Figure  3c ). An optimal balance between complexation enhancement and surface blocking in cellulase synergy is thus found in SLATE simulations to occur at low endoglucanase mole fractions (<0.2) and provides a mechanistic basis for the corresponding experimental observations. 12−15 The increasing surface roughness with time during cellulose decomposition is also the molecular mechanism identified via SLATE simulations for explaining the decrease in synergy with time observed experimentally. 13−19 This trend had been hypothesized to be due to loss of reactive sites for endoglucanases over time as the originally buried glucan chains are expected to be more recalcitrant.
14,15 SLATE simulations indicate that this variation in substrate reactivity is not required for this outcome to occur. These results illustrate that incorporating molecular details in kinetic modeling allows systematic analysis of the effects of different molecular processes on the apparent activity of substrate conversion.
3.4. Endo−Exo Synergy Is a Function of Exo Processivity. Given the importance of surface inhibition in affecting synergy as resolved by SLATE simulations, it can be inferred that reduced processivity of TrCel7A could enhance synergy. This prediction is based on the fact that a less processive enzyme has a higher rate of decomplexation 38 and would be less likely to stay blocked at uneven surface layers. To test this hypothesis, we performed SLATE simulations of TrCel7A with a high decomplexation rate constant of 1.0 × 10 −1 s −1 and a low decomplexation rate constant of 1.0 × 10
s −1 while keeping the other rate constants unchanged. For the less processive enzyme, synergy is indeed increased and higher 72 h conversions above 50% can be achieved for a broader range of TrCel7B mole fractions. Therefore, having lower exoglucanase processivity builds in higher resistance to surface blocking (Figure 6a) , despite the lower intrinsic activity of the individual enzyme molecules. On the other hand, a highly processive enzyme is sensitive to the presence of blocking surface obstacles and exhibits anti-synergy with the addition of TrCel7B (Figure 6b) . Prior experiments have pointed to slow decomplexation as a significant rate limitation for TrCel7A alone. 49, 50 Our simulations illustrate that decomplexation can also be a kinetic bottleneck in TrCel7A−TrCel7B mixtures. Maximizing synergy likely requires fine-tuning of both the complexation and decomplexation kinetics.
3.5. Exo−Exo Synergy Does Not Appear without the Endo Activity of TrCel6A. SLATE simulations also reveal that having endo activity in TrCel6A 25, 26 is crucial for the exo− exo synergy with TrCel7A to emerge. Synergy with TrCel7A was investigated with the SLATE model by using a purely exo TrCel6A and a TrCel6A enzyme having partial endo activity in kinetic simulations. The rate constants employed for both versions of TrCel6A enzymes are listed in Table 1 . The nonendo TrCel6A is allowed to form a complex only with the nonreducing end of glucan chains, while the endo TrCel6A enzyme is able to form a complex with chain interior regions at the same rate as with chain ends. The decomplexation rate constant of endo TrCel6A is also assumed to adopt a higher value (Table 1) because the flexible tunnel-forming loops of TrCel6A are expected to occasionally open to form a cleftlike topology that resembles those of endoglucanases. 25, 26 We found that the synergy values remained relatively low near 1.2 when the endo activity of TrCel6A was absent ( Figure  7a ) and dramatically increased to ∼2.0 when the endo activity was incorporated (Figure 7b ). The latter value is also in accordance with the experimentally observed trends. 3, 23 In these simulations, endo TrCel6A also enhances the complexation rate constant of TrCel7A with the newly created chain ends formed by endo cuts by a factor of α = 0. Therefore, the endo activity and complexation rate enhancement of TrCel6A are indispensible ingredients for the exo−exo synergy to emerge in SLATE simulations. Therefore, it is not sufficient for the two exoglucanases to only have opposite specificities toward chain ends to achieve the experimentally observed values of exo−exo synergy. The involvement of endo activity in the synergy between TrCel7A and TrCel6A had been anticipated previously, 25 and the SLATE model is employed here to design different simulations to establish the causality and illustrate that exo−exo synergy likely has the same mechanistic origin as endo−exo synergy. In both cases, one enzyme type facilitates the other to overcome the kinetic bottleneck of complexation. 38 3.6. Discussion. We demonstrated in previous work 38 that the rate limitations of TrCel7A on cellulose consisted of slow complexation and excessive jamming. On crystalline substrates, we showed that at earlier times, complexation was rate-limiting, but at later times, decomplexation (or dissociation) of enzymes to escape a blocked configuration can become the bottleneck. As a result, maximal conversion achieved by TrCel7A is reached by balancing the benefit of having fast complexation with the counter effect of enzyme jamming. 38 Here, we illustrated that the mechanism of balancing complexation and enzyme jamming kinetics is also crucial for different cellulases to exhibit synergy in cellulose decomposition.
A spatially resolved kinetic model, SLATE, is employed to unravel the mechanisms of cellulase synergy at the molecular level. The degree of synergy is found to depend on the interplay between the complexation rate enhancement of exoglucanases and their increased propensity to become blocked by surface obstacles in the presence of endoglucanases. With regard to endo−exo synergy between TrCel7A and TrCel7B, SLATE simulations illustrate that the sole effect of creating more free ends of glucan chains by endoglucanases is insufficient to cause synergy, in contrast to conventional theories. 1, 6 Rather, a necessary requirement for synergy to emerge is complexation enhancement of TrCel7A with endocreated chain ends. We found that an increase in the specific complexation rate constant, rather than free chain end concentration, is the main driver for synergistic conversion. Our findings support the conclusion that endoglucanases are "amorphogenic" 66−72 or surface-disrupting, but we show that this behavior is required only at the single-chain level to render endo−exo synergy.
By explicitly modeling spatial constraints on the surfaceconfined system, we also found a surface-roughening mechanism that produces anti-synergistic conversion in endo−exo mixtures. We showed that the cellulose surface becomes rougher when exo-and endoglucanases act together on the substrate than the surface treated with TrCel7A alone. In a SLATE simulation, the surface is said to be rough if the density of step configurations such as those shown in Figure 5 is high. The rougher surface promotes the blocking of the processive exoglucanases and thereby reduces their apparent activity. Compared to an endo-free system, a higher concentration of chain defects is formed on the surface, which induces a larger number of processing exoglucanases to become blocked. We found that increasing the decomplexation rate of these enzymes, which enhances their rate of escape from surface inhibition, can promote higher levels of synergistic conversion.
In our SLATE modeling of endo−exo cellulase synergy, TrCel7A and TrCel7B exhibit only exo and endo activity, respectively. This treatment addresses the question of how synergy would arise from combining the two distinct functionalities. As discussed, our results indicate that synergy occurs as a result of balancing complexation enhancement and surface inhibition effects. For cellulases observed in Nature, however, an enzyme can demonstrate both activities with a specific ratio of the two depending on the substrate. For example, Kurasǐn and Valjamaë showed that TrCel7A may in fact exhibit endo activity. 49 In this case, TrCel7A molecules would affect each other during cellulose decomposition via complexation enhancement and surface inhibition according to our simulation-derived theory. The apparent activity should thus depend on the interplay between the two effects. This prediction is consistent with the conclusions of Kurasǐn and Valjamaë 49 that the length of an obstacle-free path limits the processivity of TrCel7A and that the lumped rate constant of decomplexation plus desorption is an important criterion for selecting cellulases for decomposing cellulose. Therefore, the SLATE model serves as a useful platform for integrating and interpreting experimental data.
In exo−exo mixtures, synergy is also found to depend on the balance between complexation enhancement and surface inhibition. For the mixture of TrCel6A and TrCel7A, SLATE simulations show that synergy does not occur solely from having the two exoglucanases with opposite specificities in complexing with chain ends. Instead, exo−exo synergy emerges when one of the exoglucanases exhibits endo activity and enhances the complexation rate of the other enzyme. As discussed earlier, TrCel7A may also exhibit a certain level of endo activity. 49 It is thus expected that the endo activity of exoglucanases is likely prevalent, and the resulting complexation enhancement is key for achieving synergy. On the other hand, the decomplexation rate also becomes important for escaping from the more pronounced jammed configurations promoted by the endo activity. SLATE simulations thus offer a molecular mechanism for the observation that dissociation from the complexed chain is an important factor for affecting the apparent activity of cellulose decomposition. 49 If endo activity were imposed on TrCel7A, we expect that the synergy between TrCel6A and TrCel7A would be enhanced and that the decomplexation rate would need to play a more important role to alleviate surface inhibition effects. In this work, we opted to use purely exo-acting TrCel7A enzymes according to a large number of experimental findings. 1, 3, 4 Incorporation of endo activity into TrCel7A 49 in SLATE, though, is straightforward. 
CONCLUSIONS
The kinetic mechanisms illustrated in this work highlight the importance of spatial resolution at the single-molecule level in describing interfacial biocatalysis. Using a spatially resolved molecular kinetic model, we demonstrate that the dynamic interplay among cellulose enzymes and substrate configurations gives rise to phenomena such as complexation enhancement, surface inhibition, and jamming of enzymes. These phenonmena are found to be key ingredients that determine the degree of kinetic synergy among cellulases and, ultimately, the rate of substrate conversion. In general, further understanding of cellulase synergy and other processes in interfacial biocatalysis likely requires careful consideration of the impact of spatial constraints on reaction mechanisms.
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